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Cypriot 'Drafts1 PKA
by BRUCE W. FRIER
Several local foodstores, an appropriated telephone, and PI Kappa
Alpha fraternity were drafted last
night for the use of Zenon Rossides,
Cypriot ambassador to the United
States and the United Nations.
Rossides, who arrived on the
Trinity campus at 5:50 last night
for a 7:30 lecture, had a last minute
dinner diet which had to filled by
6:30. Items included grapefruit,
sliced tomatoes, yogurt, honey,
boiled rice, cottage cheese, and
brown bread toast.
(Continuned on Page 6)
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Dr. Robert Vogel to Succeed
Dr. Hughes as Dean of College
APRIL 14 -- Dr. Robert M.
Vogel, Dean of Graduate Studies
and Director of the Summer Session, will succeed Dr0 Arthur H.
Hughes as Dean of the College on
July 1, 1964.
President Albert C. Jacobs announced the appointment by the

Cypriot Scores Turkish
Plan To Divide Cyprus
BY TIM BROSNAHAN and
GEORGE WHITEHEAD
Turks
want to partition and
eventually to annex Cyprus, alleged
the Cypriot Ambassador to the
United States and the United
Nations last night.
"Turkey's idea of partitioning Is
futile," continued Zenon Rossides,
for no geographical division of the
population exists. The fighting, he
said, is imported from Turkey.
Calling the recent fighting oh Cyprus "artificial," Rossides noted
that proposed changes in the country's constitution initiated the riotIng. He affirmed that the artificiality exists as the result of a belief
that supposed ethnic and religious
differences between Greek and
Turkish Cypriots are the causes
of the strife.
Recently, Rossides added, Cyprus
President Makarlos proposed certain constitutional changes which
were presented to Britain, Greece,
and Turkey under the terms of the
three power agreement on the
Cypriot question at the time the
island gained Its Independence.
The proposals (calling for the
abolition of the vice-presidential
veto-power over all bills passed
In the legislature; the abolition of
voting by ethnic group in the House
of Representatives and the ter-

*

mination of all such divided Institutions as educationand the leg-al
system) were, rejected by Turkey,,
which opposed measures to eliminate their claim for partition.
The purpose of the proposals, he
remarked, was to unite the two
Cypriot factions while maintaining
the freedom of both.
(Continued on Page 6)

Trustees at the faculty meeting
this afternoon.
As Dean, Dr. Vogel will supervise
the College's several academic
programs
-undergraduate,
graduate and summer school.
Dr. Jacobs announced that the
position of Dean of the College
, vlll be expanded.
Dr. Hughes has found it necessary
to resign as Dean because of his
many other duties and interests.
He will continue to serve as vice
president, professor of modern
languages, co-chairman of the
department of modern languages
and chairman of the board of
Cssare Barber! Center for Italian
Studies.
In announcing Dr. Vogel's appointment, President Jacobs paic
the following tribute to Dr. Hughes
"Dr. Arthur H. Hughes has beer
in large part responsible for the
fine progress Trinity College has
made since World War II. As
Dean of the College since 1941,

he has served with a loyalty, a
dedication and a vision that have
done much to build the Trinity
of today. His resignation lias been
accepted with sincere regret. In
19 3 he was appointed Vice PresId nt. Twice he lias served as the
Acting President of Trinity. In
1946 his adopted Alma Mater awarded him in gratitude the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters honoris causa. In the years
ahead Trinity will need more than
ever before the benefit of his long

experience as well as his wise
counsel and advice,"
Dr. Vogel, a native of Columbus,
Indiana, received his Bachelor's
degree from Wabash College in
1935. While studying for his Master's degree, which he received
from the University of Michigan
In 1940, he was Instructor in English at Adrian College In Michigan.

From 1940 to 1942 Dr. Vogel
was a member of the English
Department and Director of Dramatics at the University of Rochester. During World War II he
served In the U. S. Navy as Lieutenant and Executive Officer of
the USS Hobson,
?
He participated in the invasions
of Normandy and Southern France
and was awarded the Bronze Star
for gallantry during the Invasion
Geoffrey
Freeman has been of Okinawa.
appointed Class Agent for the
After the war,
Dean Vogel
Class of 1964.
led at Columbia University, He
Assistant Agents for the Class,
who will work on the annual Alumni came to Trinity College in 1947
Fund are Alan Anderson, Jr., as Assistant Professor of English
Ward
Ewlng, Bertram Fein- and Director of Dramatics. He
gold, Christopher Gils on, Seott Inaugurated in 1949 the first arena theater in the.Greater HartGregory, Robert Hevner,
Also, Albert Hutzler III, Paul ford area.
Kadlic, David Ladewlg, Joseph
In 1951 he was given the added
Martire, Donald McLagan, Christ- duties of Director of the Evening
opher McNelll, Gary McQuaid, and Summer Schools. In 1953
James Moor, Jr., Edward Mosher, Teachers College of Columbia UEdward Roberts, Jr., Alfred Steel, niverslty awarded him a doctorate
Jr., Donato Strammielio, Charles in education. In 1957 he was named
Todd, and John Westney, Jr. Dean of Graduate Studies.
This year's Alumni Fund goal
During Dr. Vogel's tenure as
is a record high of $150,000.
The total has risen $130,000 while Dean of Graduate Studies, gradparticipation has risen from 20% uate degrees have been establishto 55% in the last 15 years. ed In the departments of ClassOn the basis of this continued ical Languages, Economics, Govimprovement, the Trinity Alumni ernment, Mathematics and PhysFund has merited
repeated ics.
national recognition.
Freeman, at a recent dinner for
agents at the University Club in
The Trustees did not act
New York, said "Our class has
on the religious requirement
a
great
responsibility
and
opportunity
to help strengthen issue at their meeting on
April 11. The next meeting
Trinity College
through loyal
is June 12.
(Continued on Page 6)

Geoff Freeman
64 Class Agent
With 20 Aides

Miller Reveals
Complaints,
::• Demies-: L&ek s@f Objectivity
by KEVIN SWEENEY
APRIL 10 — Recent complaints
from the North and the South
about the objectivity of the Associated Press in its coverage of
the civil rights demonstrations
indicates the difficult task of seeking the truth, commented Paul
Miller, president of the A. P. tonight.
Miller mentioned the complaints
in answering a question following the First Annual Tripod
Lecture. In the lecture, he said that
the Associated Presswas first distinguished from European news

Sternfeld to Talk on Old Bard;
Shakespeare's 400 This Month
"With a hey, and a ho, and a hey
nonino* Trinity will celebrate the
four - hundredth anniversary of
Shakespeare's birth.

Dr. Frederick W. Sternfeld,
Chairman of the Board of the
Faculty of Music at Oxford University,
will
lecture
on
"Shakespeare's Songs and Their
Sources" on Tuesday evening,
April 21, at 8:15 p.m., in Wean
Lounge.
Dr. Clarence Watters, Chairman

Senate to View
Election Changesponsoring

tt
the College Lecture Series, said
that Trinity is "most fortunate
to be included in Dr. Sternfeld's
The Senate last night considered current lecture schedule."
plans for a constitutional amendment, urged continued fraternity
"Not only is Dr. Sternfeld one
support for the Foster Parent of the outstanding musicologists
Han, and looked into plans for an today," Watters added, "but he is
Honors Day pamphlet to be pub- also a prominent humanist." His
lished this fall.
studies of Goethe and Shakespeare
Senator Lou Huskins said that In relation to music, Watters
there is a definite need for a pointed out, "reveal a breadth
constitutional amendment to re- of literary culture far beyond
solve the question of publicizing' that of the usual musical scholar,"
Senate election results.
Dr. Sternfeld, who has published
In other business, President
Riess Potterveld spoke on behalf over a score of major articles
essays In the fields of
of Senate participation in the and
Foster Parent Plan. He urged literature, drama, and music, has
Senators to "enlist the financial combined in his published research
two "great glories" of
support
of their respective the
fraternities in continued support Elizabethan England — drama and
music.' - . . - • - • • ' • • « • > » • ' ' • • ' ' " "
of this project."
byCHARLESSNYDER

agencies by Its "emphasis on truth
and objectivity."
"If the United Nations has a better
chance of success than had the
League of Nations, this is due in
considerable
measure to the
cleansing of the international channels
of communications, as
pioneered by the Associated
Press," the newspaperman declared tonight.
Miller's talk was accompanied by
a movie, shown to an audience for
the first time tonight The film
stressed the anti-Diem coup in
Vietnam, civil rights demonstrations, and the Kennedy assassination.
Miller devoted the body of his
speech to explaining why journalism would make a good career for
some of his listeners. He added that
most young1 people want to enter
newspaper work for several different reasons — "all of which are
wrong."
Some, Miller asserted, enter
newspaper work because they want
to see the world on an expense account, interview the Beatles, Tony
Perkins, or Brlgitte Bardot, or to
get away from home and see the
big cities.
Others, he continued, enter newspaper work because it looks easy,
because they want personal power,
or because they want to force their
views on newspaper readers.
All of these reasons for entering
journalism are wrong, said Miller.
Instead, he asserted, the right reasons for entering journalism are
that it is challenging work which
offers an opportunity to serve equal
to that of the Peace Corps,
In his speech, Miller, who has
been with the Associated Pressfor
32 years, pointed out that the A, P.
serves some 7.000 newspapers,
radio stations and television stations in 100 countries. Unlike
United Press International and
Reuters, he continued, the Associated Press is a non-profit
cooperative owned and controlled
-by the. newspapers it serves.

Rosenbaum on Math, ArtsNew Look at an Old Split
In what ways are the mathematician and the humanist similar?
Dr. Robert A. Rosenbaum, professor of mathematics and Dean
of the College of Science at Wesleyan University, will answer that
question Thursday In the MathPhysics Lecture Hall at 8:15 p.m.
Dr, Rosenbaum will talk on "The
Vicious Versus," and will explain
the similarities of Intellectual approach by the mathematician and
the humanist.
Author of AN INTRODUCTION
TO PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
AND MODERN ANALYSIS, Rosenbaum has studied at St. John's
College Cambridge and at the
Mathematical Institute, Oxford on
fellowships. Dr, Rosenbaum r e ceived his B.A. and Ph. D. at Yale.
He is on the Committee on Educational Media for the Mathematical Association of America of
which he is former vice-president and has served as associate
editor of the AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL MONTHLY.
A former faculty/ Mlow of the

Fund for the Advancement of Education, Dr. Rosenbaum has taught
at Reed College (Oregon), and has
served as Visiting' Professor at
Swarthmore College.
His book on projectlve geometry
and modern algebra Is designed
to bridge the gap between the
usual intuitive introduction to cal-'
culus and the more rigorous and
abstract treatment of advanced
mathematics.
Dr. Rosenbaum is the author of
a series of articles on classical
analysis, geometry, linear algebra, and mathematical education.

Next WeekNo Training School Here

'It is not the function of
a liberal arts education to
serve the needs of the
hour.'
Find out why in next
week's TRIPOD

Trinity Tripod
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Leon Sllllton '65

A Comment:

Published weekly on Tuesdays durliiK ihe academic year except
vacations by students u[ Trinity OJIIOBI1. Published at West Hartford
News. Ishiiin Ril., West Hurtfonl, Conn.; printed .it Interstate Press,

Through Smoked Glasses

Stuaent subscriptions included In activities toe; other* $6.50 per
yonr. Second tlasH pnsMsje paid ut Hartford, Connecticut, under tinact of March 3, 1879.

The annual sacrament of sea and sun.
Which browns the face and heals the heart . , .
But the mail lurks in the box at the house where you live.
(From "End of Season" by Robert Penn Warren)

Along the walk—

Annual IFC Chapel Service

by CHANCE LOWELL
Contrary to popular opinion, anyFormer football player and now
one returning to college from
Prizes
The Reverend Richard Lloyd
Two prizes of five hundred dol- spring vacation with a sun tan
Aiken, '52, will deliver the ser- lars each will be awarded for the probably had a pretty lousy time.
mon "What Scale of Values" at the best essay or research report on According to the latest report the
SECOND ANNUAL I.F.C. CHAPEL "The contribution of W. D. Har- number of hours required to be
SERVICE this Sunday.
kins to the theory and experimen- spent either in a bar or in bed
At Trinity, the Reverend Aiken, tal technique in the field of mono- sleeping it off excludes the posIn addition to his work on the foot- layers in liquids," announced the sibility of any sun. But then there
ball team, participated In the I. F. C. University of Southern California. are those few who somehow manage
representing Alpha Delta Phi, on
Other prizes of two hundred dol- to bring back the impression that it
the Bishop's Men, the Glee Club, lars In addition to honorable men- can be done, that is, to get fried
and as Chairman of the Campus tion prizes of fifty dollars each will on both sides. Our admiration
Chest.
be awarded to UNDERGRADUATES wanes, however, upon discoverAfter Trinity, he graduated from whose work is selected by a panel ing these to be the Daytona-andthe Virginia Theological Seminary of anonymous judges on August sleep-on-the-beach-varlety. Easand spent the next four years In the 30th.
ily detected by razor cuts made
Missionary District of Honolulu.
The late W. D. Harkins whom the. while shaving in the reflection
In 1960 he was one of the delegates contest honors was a professor for of tidal pools, this type can hardly
from Hawaii to the White House many years at the University of be considered representative of the
Conference on Youth.
Chicago.
TX ELECTIONS
Among other participants at the
Other information and entry
Second Annual LF.C. Chapel Ser- blanks may be obtained immediTheta XI Fraternity elected the
vice will be Cadet Colonel, John ately by writing to Professor Karol following officers: President, John
Hussey '64 as Lay Reader, along J. Mysels, Chemistry Department, W. Losse '65, Vice-President, Dawith Arnold Wood '64, President University of Southern California, vid S. Deutsch '65, Corresponding
of theLF.C.
University Park, Los Angeles, Secretary, Robert H. Mason, '65,
Flags of the fraternities and California 90007.
Treasurer, Richard G. Dunlop,
Brownell will tie carried in proDeadline for entries is July 1, '65, Senior Steward, JohnM. True,
cession with the College flag, rep- 1964.
III '66, Junior Steward, Paul MQ
resenting non-fraternity students.
Diesel '66, and Scholarship ChairDeputy
man, Robert B, Stepto '66.
FORUM
These officers assumed their
The Trinity College Political
The Hillel Society meeting, Tues- responsibilities at Installation
Forum will meet tonight at 7:30 day, April 14, 7:30 p.m. in Alumni Ceremonies last evening.
p.m. in the Senate Room to dis- Lounge features guest lecturer
ACR Elections
cuss Constitutional revisions, a Rabbi Novak from the Emanuel
Philip
S. Parsons, '65, recently
possible debate, and the upcoming Synagogue in West Hartford. Rabbi
apartheid lecture.
Novak will discuss 'The Deputy', •was elected President of the Alpha
•the play which has raised a storm Chi Rho Fraternity. Others elected
Vice President - Fredof controversy in Europe, and has include:
erick C. Prillaman, '65, Treasurrecently come to New York, The er - David J. Graybill, '65, Secreplay is a criticism of Pope Pius tary - Thomas B. Woodworth, '65;
x n and his handling of the genocide Pledgemaster - Merril A. Yavlnof Nazi Germany In World War IL sky, '65, Steward - Louis A. Huskins, '65, Brother at Large George M. Boyd, '66, House Manager - John H. Ellwood, '65, ChapDIAMONDS—WATCHES
lain - Riess W. Potterveld, '65,
Corresponding
Secretary Richard G. Carlson, '66, Sargeant at Arms - Donald FreedSee
son, '65.
SaviM

DR. ROBERT D. FOULKE
you'll
have it!

true collegiate sun worshipper.
The real aficionado can be seen
two or three days before vacation
starts. He pauses at the door to
his room, debating whether to
throw in a match on his way out.
The Idea of his ever having to
come back Is preposterous, he
tells himself, but, just the same,
he did remember to wedge
Dostoyevsky between his golf and
evening shirts. The hallway is
empty.
With resignation he
shoulders his clubs, pulls the door
to behind him, picks up his well
travelled suitcase, and heads for
the cab waiting at the curb with
its engine running. The car door
shuts and the getaway is complete.
The cost of a custom tailored
vacation is most always high, but

Agape vs. Eros - Program Theme
At Area Catholic Convention
Christian Love - The Christian
predicament
of Agape versus
Eros - will be the topic, and
prominent Catholic laymen and
clergy will be the speakers, at
the annual New England Province
Newman Club Convention to be
held on April 17, 18, and 19
at Hartford College for Women.
New York City's Deputy Housing
Director, Dr. Frank Arrlcale, will

—"24"—
Open arras await the romantic
Trinity man at Smith's Clark House
according to an open letter the
TRIPOD recently received from
the female population of the
college. It goes like this:
"We are heartily sick of typical
dull mixers. Are you?'
After spring vacation, we would
like to try a social experiment with
your help, opening Clark House
(population 24) Informally over the
weekends. No band will play; there
will be no drinks, and no formality
of dress or manners. Just drop by
if you happen to be in the area for
coffee and conversation. We would
like to meet you."

Navy Counselor on Campus

Chapel

Officer Programs
S-OI A

SILVER— BIRTHSTONES

MAKE THIS FAMOUS YMCA YOUR HOME
Be convenient.to the World's Fair, theatres,
shops, cujtural activities. For young men
and groups. All facilities in
building-laundry, cafeteria
and coffee shop, barber, TV
room, newsstand and tailor
Rates: $3, $3.10, $4 50
Single; $4.70, $5.10 Double
Free tours and programs

AND THE

This Thursday Dr. Theodore M,
Mauch will discuss "Why I Pray" In
the Friendship Chapel at 4:30p.m.
His talk will be the seventh in a
series in which faculty members
have been asked to discuss their
beliefs about religion.

MOUNTAJNPARK
tFtTE 5, HOLYOKJE, MASS.
SATURDAY 8 P.M.
F R E E

BANDS

Bobby Kaye

Twisting Galdeans

356 West 34th St. (nr Ninth Ave.)
Hew Yoik, N.Y. Phone: OXIord 5-51331

NORTHERN CONN.
COLLEGE NIGHT

(One Block From Penn Station)

Because BIC's "Oyamite" Ball
Point isthehardesl metal made
by man, BIC istlie world's finest writing instrument—yet it
costs only 19C! Only BIC is
guaranteed*to write first time
every timo. Get a BIC, now at
your campus store. BIC "Cryst a l " 19^—olher models and
point stylestoW, All BIC pens
available with blue, red, green,
black ink. Made in U.S.A. "For
replacement send pen to;
WATERMAN-BIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD.CONN.

WITH THIS AD

TWIST PARTY

WORLD'S WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE YJ.C.A.
FAIR

the true sun-worshipper overcomes
this obstacle by an exercise or
sound reasoning. He puts the cost
down partly to depreciation on the
place he is leaving, partly to the
necessity of preserving his health,
and balances the total against what
he would undoubtedly spend in New
York over the same period of time.
The results are conclusive. He
can't afford not to go. With a lighter
wallet and a lighter conscience he
boards a jet to Bermuda and settles
back to an hour and a half of blissful anticipation. There is everything ahead and nothing yet to look
back upon. In a way, this is the best
part of alL Then the wheels come to
a halt, and with the first breath of
warm air a spirit revives to write
fun in quotations.

SUMMER JOBS

keynote the convention on Friday
night.
Dr. Arricale has not
divulged the topic of his talk, but
has promised that it will get the
conventioneers into the mood for
the dance and hootenany to follow.
The convention shifts into high
gear, on Saturday as Dr. James
Brown of the St. Joseph College
Philosophy Department chairs an
interfaith discussion on Christian
Love.
Professor
Baldwin
Schwartz of Fordham University
will then examine the answers
which philosophy holds to this
predicament
followed by Dr.
Patrick Friel, a psychiatrist at the
Institute for the Living who will
discuss the psychiatric view of
this love dichotomy.
Associate editor of AMERICA,
Donald Campion S.J., the featured
speaker at the convention banquet,
will discuss "The Council: Reunion
and Reform in Love."
Following the banquet Fellini's
LA
STRADA
will be shown
with commentary by Professor
Gabriel Hajeckas of Yale University.
S'tudent run seminars will discuss such topics as : "A Soldier
of Christ - Twenty-five Years
After" - a discussion of the long
stage
effects of Confirmation;
and "Necktie on the Dormitory
Door" - a discussion of se"x on
the campus.
EARN $200.00
Agent Wanted to Solicit
Orders for unique new low
priced Champagne Tone
Orchid Corsage for May
I Oth Mother's Day delivery.
No investment r e q u i r e d .
Free Sales Kit. Free Samples. Proven method now
used at Notre Dame & Lehigh. Free delivery to recipient Mother. Write immediately to: Flower Gift
Service 34 West I Oth St.,

N.Y.C. I I , N.Y.

JOBS ABROAD

for STUDENTS

STUDENTS & TEACHERS

NEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job
openings in 50 states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented research for students includes exact
pay rates and job details. Nomss employers and
their addresses for hiring in industry, summer
camps, national parks, resorts, etc., etc., etc.
Hurry!! jobs filled early. Send two dollars. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Directory—P. O. Box 13593—Phoenix; Arizona.

Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of
permanent career opportunities in Europs, South
America, Africa and the Pacific, for MALE or
FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives specific
addresses and names prospective U.S. employers
with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally high pay,
free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital guide
and procedures necessary to foreign employment.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs
Abroad Directory—P. O. Box 13593—Phoenix
Arizona.
'
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D 'Angela, Ausensi Excel In GtaejClub_Tour

Rigoletto, at the Bushnell
by ROBERT ARENSMAN
The Connecticut Opera Associa- voice was weak and strained
tion closed the present season with throughout the performance and
an outstanding production of Jils obvious mistakes made the
Verdi's Rigoletto,, With the ex- quartet difficult for all the perception of the tenor, the leading formers.
roles were well cast and all supporting roles were unusually
The opera orchestra was In exstrong.
ceptionally good form and except
Manuel Ausensi was a master- for the blaringly mistaken first two
ful Rigoletto. In his portrayal he notes provided adequate support.
combined fine acting and a power- The brass sections seemed weak
ful, resonant voice. He and Glanna and "tooty" at times,butonawhole
d'Angelo were able to blend with the orchestra was good.
surprising accuracy and proved
quite successful in the "SI Vendetta" duet which closes the second
act. Only in the third act quartet
did Mr. Ausensi falter, finding it
difficult to remain above the orchestra.
Although originally from Hartford, Gianna d'Angelo's reception
was based upon more than the
"local girl makes good* factor.
Her performance was quite polished and her voice, somewhat tremulous at her entrance, displayed the
beauty which has won so many rare
reviews. The florid artistry with
which she sang the "Caro Nome*
resembled Joan Sutherland's style,
and It was quite evident why Miss
d'Angelo and Miss Sutherland perform some roles in common.
Jashua Hecht and Bettina Dubro
furnished superior support in the
roles of Sparafucile and Maddalena, especially In the third act
before and during the quartet.
Unfortunately, Mr. Labo's r e placement for the evening, Formicini, could not match the quality
of the other cast members. His

£ Criticism.
The staging and chorus work were
handled well and rounded out a fine
conclusion to the '63-'64 season. In
retrospect, the Hartford -opera
season has been rather successful
and it Is hoped that the coming season will be as good. The four
operas presented this year, La
Forza del Destino, Samson and Delilah, Tosca, and Rigoletto provjded many moments of musical
brilliance; and the few times when
the music failed, the operas offered, at the very least, good "comic
relief."

Original Inti Monoprints
Exhibited in Trin Library
An exhibition of Inti Monoprints
from Lima, Peru, is being shown in
the Conference Room of the Trinity
College Library during April and

Jesters Show:
A Shakespeare
Celebration
APRIL 10 — The Jesters celebrated the four-hundredth anniversary of Shakespeare's birth today
with a half-hour television show on
Channel 3, WTIC-TV.
The show, aired at 7:30a.m., was
a rebroadcast of last Sunday's program, "From the College Campus," The Jesters presented a
reading of A COLLOQUY ON WOMEN, compiled by Jerry Liebowitz, '65, and John Hutehlns, '64,
from the works of William Shakespeare.
George Nichols, Professor of
Drama, introduced the show with a
"plug" for the new Arts Center and
then led a short panel discussion
with Bruce Jay, '65, Wilbur Hawthorne, '64, Richard Stowell, '64,
and Richard A. Smith, '65, who read
the COLLOQUY.
"We decided to celebrate Shakespeare's birthday this way," Nichols
explained, "since we could not do a
full-scale production." Students
have
always been told how
"modern" the Bard can be, Nichols
pointed out. "This is our attempt at
proving he is really so,"
The play Itself, Jerry Liebowltz
explained, is a "discussion in a
college dormitory between four
common types — an enraptured
sophomore, very much in love, a
cynclal bachelor, a man-of-theworld-type senior, and a nostalgic
graduate."
"Only the -words," he pointed out,
"are different — we no longer
speak the same way as young
Elizabethans; But the sentiments
. are, very modern,".. . . . . . , , ' . , . , . •

May. The prints are impressed on
soft, heavy Peruvian paper from
mahogany blocks. Each is an original — hence the name — "Monoprint".
They come from Estudio Inti in
Lima, Peru, founded and directed
by John P. Davles, who served In
the United States Foreign Service
from 1931 to 1953.
Themes of most of the prints are
taken from Pre-Columbian Inca
ceramics or textiles. A few are
from Andean folk art or Spanish
Colonial art forms. Many of them
show stylized animals, particularly the cat, or human figures. There
are a few impressionistic representations of architectural details
and some ceremonial scenes and
scenes of the hunt,
A richness of texture and unusual
flow of color are achieved by combining antique and modern treatment of the paint medium. The dyes
used are natural and indig-enous to
Peru. The prints take their motifs
from some of the most ancient
cultures.
The show will close May 31,1964.

Trip Memoires
by SAMUEL COALE
The 1964 Glee Club Tour has
proven to be one of the most
successful tours In which the Trinity Glee Club has ever participated.
Dr. Clarence Barber, director of
the Club, heartily congratulated the
members upon the completion of
the hopscotch singing trip and
stated simply that this year's club
was one of the best, If not the best,
within recent years. "Five excellent concerts in a row is a record
to be proud of," Dr. Barber remarked.
The send-off concert for the tour
took place In the Washington Cathedral In the nation's capital. The
club sang various religious numbers during the Evensong service
at the Cathedral and participated in
the chants. Highlighting the program was the moving Negro
spiritual "Give Me Jesus" with a
tenor solo by Bill Bowie, '64.
The concert at the McDonogh
School in Baltimore, Maryland,
was wholly secular in which the
Trinity French Friars, the Beatles
and the Bishop's Men performed,
"There is Nuthin' Like a Dame'
was the highlight of the Glee Club
selections, and the Club was well
received by the thousand students
who attended the performance.
At St. Mary's Episcopal Church
in Haddon Heights, the home parish
of the Club's president, JlmGrenhart, '64, the Club presented the
most moving church program of the
tour. Members stayed in parishioners' homes and enjoyed a party
at the home of Ray Wertheim, '64
in Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Kinney, '15,
patrons of the Glee Club, attended
the Valley Forge service at Washington Memorial Chapel on the following day. The audience was
swelled with tourists, and the solo
by Sam Coale, '65 on the "Naval
Hymn" in tribute to the late President Kennedy stirred a great many
listeners. The Klnneys were overjoyed that the Club marched in

The climax of the tour came at
Green Mountain Junior College
In Poultney, Vermont when the
combined Glee Club along with the
Boston Bel Canto Quartet and the
Boston Symphony Orchestra sang
Rossini's "Stabat Mater". The
packed symnasiura erupted in wild
applause at the conclusion of the
piece and greeted the Trinity Glee
Club with shouts of "bravo".
After a day in the pool with the
Green Mountain girls, the combined clubs sang choruses of the
"Stabat Mater" at the Episcopal
church in Rutland, Vermont preceded by a group of religious numbers sung by the Trinity Club. A
party and dance followed to celebrate the end of the tour and the
success at Green Mountain.

Sunday, farewells were made
quickly and tired members got onto
the bus for Hartford. A round of applause and "For He's a Jolly Good
Fellow" went up for Mickey DelaFerra, the Glee Club's official bus
driver for his excellent maneuverability on the tour.' The return
'neath the elms ended an exciting
week from Washington to Vermont
but also left a feeling of satisfaction
that has yet to be surpassed within
the Glee Club. To sum up the entire
tour in. a favorite expression of one
of the members, "We were golden!"
The Glee Club will end its successful season on June 6, when it
will sing at the New York World's
Fair. The huge chorus composed of
2,000 men from the various male
Glee Clubs around the country will
give an outdoor concert at 8 p.m.,
at the Fair, provisions have been
made with the Schaefer Pavilion for
an exciting: "Afterglow" party after
the show.

Pine Manor,
Trinity Choirs
Sing, Sunday
The Pine Manor Choir (Wellesley, Massachusetts) will join the
Trinity College Glee Club to sing
at the Vesper Service In the Chapel, Sunday, April 19, at 5 p.m.
The program will consist of the
last chorus from Rossini's "Stabat
Mater", IN SEMPITERNA SAECULA; Charpentler's "Mass Assumpta est Maria" and Byrd's
"Christ Rising Again".
The Pine Manor Choir is under the
direction of Edward Low, conductor for Pine Manor and the Trinity

Song Contest at
Smith, April 25
On April 25, the first Invitational
Intercollegiate Song Competition
will be held at John M. Greene
Hall on the Smith College Campus..
Eight college groups are committed to sing. The eight groups are;
INJUNAIRES from Dartmouth, O's
& B's from Yale, THEPIPESfrom
Trinity, THE DQ's from Amherst,
THE STATESMEN from the University of Massachusetts, DISSAPATED EIGHT from Middlebury,
THE EPHLATS from Williams and
the CARDINALS from Wesleyan.
The top three colleges will receive scholarship awards as follows; first place — $500, second
place — $300, and third place —
$200; TIekets"Will be-on sale'shortly at $2.00 and $1.00,
.; , ,

straight and tall "without a hump
in the bunch,"

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond . . . a
perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler's
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
from $300 to $2500. Rings enlarged to show
beauty of detail ®Trade-mark registered.
H0W TO ?IAH YOUR

Mark Pearson, Soloist
in Charpentier Mass
College Glee Club under the direction of Dr. ClarenceH. Barber,
Associate Professor of Music at
Trinity.
Organists for the service will be
Trinity Seniors Richard ATDemorie
and James N. Grenhart.

send two new fosoldets, "How to-Pioil Your £naci3«!- \
and Wedding" <m<& "Choosing Youf Oioroorid Rings/' i
both for Only 25c. Also sfend spsciot «jff«/ of beouttfut 4 4
page Brlde'l Book,
'
I

LETTERS
to the editor
A 'Chestnut'
To the Editor:

EDITORIAL SECTION
TUESDAY, APEIL 14, 1964

Medusa Editorial No.2
The TRIPOD earlier this year heard of and proceeded to investigate
the misfunctionings of the Medusa. Always mindful of the potential
weaknesses of the system, the TRIPOD first advocated small changes
which would strengthen those weak areas. The Medusa responded by silence, a silence that acknowledged their misfunctioning. Now since the
students refuse to correct a glaring wrong, the TRIPOD directs this editorial to the faculty and administration of Trinity College.
reasonable thinking people will admit
Because adolescents cannot a n d
that the Medusa has one glaring weakshould not rule adolescents, the Medusa
ness: it combines the apprehending and
should be stripped of its disciplinary
judicial functions into one. No more
functions and a proctoring system should
needs to be said about that. The Medusa
be instituted.
is secretive, too much so; in fact their
The composition, th& practices, and
only acknowledged responsibility to the
future hazards all point to the precarigeneral student is a' white paper on a
ous position of the Medusa on this camgrubby bulletin board.
pus.
The future presents an even more inThe regulation of adolescents by adoteresting picture. We are aware that the
lescents is bad. As college students, we
North Campus doranitory is hard to dismust recognize that we are still macipline (those long corridors are wicked
turing. The members of the Medusa,
for shaving cream fights), but there are
who have the power to destroy the life
only 120 students in that dorm. What
of any student by their punishments, do
will happen when 450 students live in
not have the necessary skill or discrefour buildings in close proximity at the
tion to judge wisely, consistently. Can
south end of campus? These buildings,
the Medusa really stand in favorable
having long corridors and facing one ancomparison to judges and lawyers who
other are a perfect setting for a sponhave had at least three years more extaneous spring riot. And seven Medusa
perience and maturity? No. The student
members are going to stop that? (Too
should not be a guinea pig for would-be
bad if they have hour tests the next day.
lawyers, administrators, etc. And the
They have even conceded in private
student should not be subjected to the
conversations that they are burdened
control of the Medusa whose capacity
with the discipline problems.)
to deal with emotional and academic and
social pressures is no greater than the
But the dictum is that if it funcstudents they sentence. A bad decision
tions well in the present, there is .no
because of a bad day for a Medusa memneed to worry about the. future. Recent
ber is harmful to all, especially for an
letters to the TRIPOD have shown,
age group which is experiencing importhowever, that all is not well in the presant readjustments in their lives. Anent. All is not well with the Medusa. And
other consideration is that of students'
this view is not as scatterbrained as the
respect for the authority the Medusa
Medusa might think. There is also a sigwields. Can a student really comply to
nificant element of concern in the facthe orders of another student? A student
ulty.
may listen to reason, but recoils when
What are the answers ? One has
ordered by his peers. Only the silent
been suggested that deserves merit. The
power of the Dean sustains the influence
college should appoint several proctors
of the Medusa. Nothing else. Where is
(in lieu of the word cop), who are of a
there respect?
decent character and have the experience
to judge human action and to know when
to put the clamps on boisterous boys.
We are tired of hearing of the inThe power of sentencing would and
consistencies of the Medusa: how a memshould be transferred to the faculty comber will appear on a social call and then
mittee which currently1 bears the name
reappear a few minutes later as the Meof Academic Standing and Discipline
dusa to nab someone because he previ*
and which would either judge or delegate
. ously noticed a whiskey bottle on the
this power to responsible persons (not
shelf; how they hide behind trees; how
students). This is not the only answer,
they barge into rooms without proper
but a time-tested one.
prefactory remarks; how they sometimes
will slap on penalties for loud gatherThe Medusa could then revert to its
ings, and sometimes ignore them. (But
status of an Honor Society and fulfill
then imaybe this is an introduction to
the function of providing a goal for
Vance Packard's Naked Society.) Most
status minded students.

Why Study Math?
Isn't the conflict between the two
cultures, the scientific and the humanistic, one of a lack of understanding?
And isn't this lack of understanding directly due to the failure of the educated
person to be versed in the two languages
of today: mathematics and (for the
American) English.
More emphasis should be placed on
the distinguishing characteristics of each
to convey certain types of thought. Perhaps one of the reasons for the constant
hassel between the two groups is that
they fail to acknowledge the benefits of
each type of language and to recognize
that both are essential for the modern
man.
Mathematics is superior to English
in conveying logical, coherent, tight-fitting abstract, complex ideas. (We all remember going through the paces learning the word definition for integral.)

English is superior to mathematics in
handling the expressions of the irregularities, the subtle nuances, and the basic,
or fundamental propositions of life (a
word itself which cannot be expressed
mathematically.)
The conflict is the refusal by the
scientist and the humanist to cross over
to the other side or at least realize that
there is another side. By mathematics,
man was able to conquer his environment. By English, man will decide
whether he will live in his environment.
One without the other is suicidal for
man.
' Dr. Rosenbaum of Wesleyan, as reported on the front page will speak
Thursday on the difference and similar? ities of mathematics and the humanities.
Dr. Rosenbaum is noted for his ability to
bridge the two. We recommend this lecture for any person who wants to be educated for today's society.

I have been following with interest
the melee between the anti-Medusa
and pro-Medusa opponents and
proponents. It is more an interesting example of the old sociological
"chestnut" the "ins VS the outs"
than a mature and sober pondering
of the more important matter of
the best means by which college
students can govern themselves.
It seems to me that the members
of the Atheneum Society and others
berating Medusa could better spend
their efforts in trying to develop
a mature and responsible individual and social conscience at Trinity. Such maturity to me would include the building of an Honor Code
governing not only the academic
conscience but also honor in all
individual and social behavior on
the campus. Student responsibility for its own governing could
be built into a self-elected Honor
Council,
When this day comes, and it will,
then Medusa either could be phased
out or return to the type of organization described by Mr. Paul W.
Adams of the class of '35.
Yours for a better Trinity.
M. C. LANGHORNE
Professor of Psychology

Character
One hot, sticky day In the fall of
'61, my roommates and I took part
in orienting a new freshman. This
particular freshman had just helped us shoulder a huge, hideous,
shaggy rug up three flights of
stairs, and as we sprawled around
the room, panting and wiping lint
from' our knees, somebody, in a
spirit of camaraderie, asked him
what he thought of Trinity. "Oh, I
like it," he rattled ofi "It's full of
character and tradition,"
This burst of enthusiasm is amusing, set against our conservative
routine, but it evokes a surge of
pride, too. Consider the age and
vitality of an edifice like Jarvis,
or an Institution like the Senate.
Our respect for these things is
justified; we would be Irate if a
senseless
attack were made
against these or any other worthy
elements in a Trinity education.
One can understand the astonishr
ment expressed by Ashley Campbell In his letter published in the
March 3rd TRIPOD: "It is Inconceivable
to me how any
HEALTHY individual should feel
anything but pride for the seven
men that represent his class and
maintain the honor of it and the
college."
Anyone who is to maintain a sense
of values must respect that part
of his tradition that he knows to be
honorable. "The Medusa is the
senior honorary society at Trinity
which has the function of upholding the traditions of the College as
well as the discipline. To be tapped
for the Medusa is the greatest
honor a Trinity undergraduate can
attain." If we can prove this statement from the Trinity College
Handbook, we are obliged to support the Medusa with all our
powers. However, no-one may accept the statement on faith; It is
a duty to exercise the critical
function everywhere, particularly
with regard to institutions; for the
purpose of a liberal education Is to
teach the student never to respect
a source, per se.
A barrage of criticism has been
leveled against the Medusa in the
past month. The situation cannot be
called a controversy, since the
members of the Medusa have
chosen to keep silence. Presumably, nothing can be said in defense of the peculiar judicial
methods employed in the disgraceful North Campus incident,
and there is no answer to the
charge that the Society has become the pawn of a few fraternities. Anyone who reads over

the March TRIPODS, considering
each unrefuted charge he finds
there, must come to the conclusion
that the Medusa is unable to answer
criticism. We are bound not to
respect a source that refuses to
defend itself. Therefore, It Is our
duty to demand that something be
done about the Medusa.
I do not ask the members of the
Medusa to defend themselves; they
have shown that they cannot. The
Senate, unfortunately, has so far
proved unwilling to deal with the
situation, and no investigation
seems to be forthcoming. I urge
the Senate to look into the matter,
and seriously to consider implementing the March 10th TRIPOD
reforms, which I endorse,
The Medusa Tapping Ceremony
is, to the eye and ear, a splendid
spectacle. Because of its fine exterior, the ceremony will be all
the more repugnant this spring, if
It serves only to perpetrate the unfounded honor which the members
of the organization now command.
If no changes are Implemented,
we shall realize, at this year's
Tapping Ceremony, that what we
witness Is no longer part of Trinity's character and tradition,
ROBERT E. BENNETT '64

A Knock on Bells
To the Editor:
While I cannot claim to have
conducted a thorough and representative poll, I nevertheless In
three and a half years here at
Trinity have never heard anyone
admit that he enjoys the periodic
daily concerts played on the Chapel
Carillon, To me and to many others
whose rooms are within earshot,
the Chapel bells have an effect
which, I think, is not dissimilar
to the Chinese water torture. On
week - nights they turn campus
dwellers Into refugees, fleeing for
their very sanity to haven in the
Cave. During the afternoons and on
Saturdays it has become a matter
of course to cease study and to
turn to radios and phonographs in
an unsuccessful effort to drown
them out. I have tried all of these—
fllght as well as futile combat—
and now, driven Into a corner, I
appeal, above the din, to be heard.
First, let me say that the general
consensus seems to t>e that on
Sundays the Chapel serenade Is
endurable. Most of us are
accustomed to hearing Church
bells on Sunday, Also, while I am
no expert,
I believe the
Carilloneurs do a fine job at the
keyboard (if such it is). Why,
then, are the bells annoying? And
why do they ring out all during
the week?
The bells seem to annoy (1) because they disrupt study; (2) because they disrupt sleep; and
(3) generally, because there Is no
way to regulate them to the mood or
.situation of the individual. Would
it be sacrilege to request a decrease In the number of concerts,
as well as a closer adherence
to schedule so that they may at
least be anticipated?
I have heard several explanations •
as to the reason why we are
serenaded so often. The most
Interesting of these is the thesis
that the Chapel, in decline, is
making a last desperate attempt
to reassert its hegemony over the
Trinity campus. If this Is true,
then we may safely wait for natural
selection to take its course; as in
the case of the dinosaur, the Roman
Empire, and the passenger pigeon,
once the end is indicated it is
swift in coming.
I realize that the Chapel Carillon
is a fine, expensive Instrument,
and that there are few like it, I
do not recommend that it be disconnected and muffled with cushions and cloth, I ask only — and I
know that I speak for others as well
—that it become moderateand submit to regulation. This Is not a protest, for I have ceased protesting; it
is more of a wistful dream...
J. MOELING '64

South Campus Dorm Plans Released
Construction to
Begin on Dorm
During Summer
by GEORGE WH1TEHEAD
Construction will beg-In this summer on a new dormitory on the
South Campus beyond Elton and
Jones Halls,
The three-story brick building
will be furnished with bookcases,
wardrobes, beds, and desks» *None
of the furniture will be built In,"
said Dean H. Kelsey, associate
comptroller of the College, He
also stated that the living rooms
will be furnished and that wallto-wall carpeting may be provided.
The single '-rooms In comparison
with those in the North Campus
dormitory will have one foot more
width and eight inches less length,
Kelsey added that these measurements provide for more manageable and comfortable space.
The College's preliminary r e quest for a loan of government
funds from the Federal Housing
and Home Finance Agency has
been approved, Kelsey continued.
The new dormitory will provide
for about half the Increase in the
student body expected by 19*70.
Kelsey pointed out, "There will
be many four-man suites, with
separate bedrooms for each man
around a common living room.
Other rooms will be singles, but
each pair of singles will be connected to form two-man, two-room
. suites when the occupants wish to
have that arrangement.*

Below,.'South Campus' Dormitory Seen from New Britain Avenue. Above, Plan,
. : ...-: * •'K.'^v;;.:Completion Date:
September, 1965
Cost (Furnished):
$1,900,000
Capacity:
250
Four-Man Suites;
35
Singles:
110
Study Areas:
I
Lounges:
2
Architect:
O'Connor & Kilham
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Science Like Art, Asserts Jacobs Says Counselor Traces Development
Physics Professor of UCLA God Needed Of Children's Reasoning Power
APRIL 9 — Dr. George Higgins old girl. She was confronted with a
APRIL 7 — Dr. Walter Knight, he studied under Dr. F. W.
cited four case studies each one partially open matchbox containing
associate professor of physics at Constant, present chairman of the By Colleges
representing a different age group, something she wanted. By first jutthe University of California, said physics department at Trinity.

tonight that science can give aesthetic satisfaction to the scientist
in much the way that art does for
the painter or sculptor,
"We have an intellectual and
emotional concern for natural
phenomena," he said.
Much like the beginning sculptor,
observed Dr. Knight, the beginning scientist can acquire a "sense
of style" only after he learns the
fundamentals. Only then can he
appreciate, for example, the beauties of a mathematical proof.
The correspondence between art
and science is closer than most
people realize, Dr. Knight added.
The physics professor asserted
that one of the most aesthetically
pleasing aspects of science is the
symmetry of its phenomena.
"Science can be described as a:
search for symmetries," he noted.
Dr. Knight also mentioned as
artistically pleasing the "order
out of chaos, produced by the
kinetic molecular theory and the
simple beauty produced by a lens
focusing an image.
Dr. Knight received his B.A.
degree from Middlebury and his
M.A. and Ph. D. from Duke, where

HOTEL. STATLER
BARBER SHOP

His major field of interest is the
radio-frequency spectroscopy of
solids.

Imm.
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(Continued from Page One)
UNITED NATIONS action became necessary to keep the peace
and normalize a situation which had
developed because of "unwarranted," attacks by Turkish Cyprlots on the Greek population, he
continued.
The threat of a Turkish Invasion
of the island on December 27,
1963, violated Article II, Section
IV of the United Nations Charter
which condemns military action of
one
member nation against
another, allowing President Makarlos to call in U. N. troops to
police the Island.
In answer toaquestlononpossible
unification of Cyprus with Greece,
Ross ides said that when the British
originally rejected such a union as
a
means of Cypriot selfdetermination, the island's population accepted the idea.
However, he observed eighty-two
per cent of the population is Greek
and would probably favor such unification.

APRIL 12 ~ Dr. Albert C,
Jacobs told a Philadelphia congregation today that a religious base Is
a necessary part of education.
In a sermon delivered in the
Church of The Holy Trinity, Philadelphia, in observance of National
Christian College Day, Dr. Jacobs
said that "if religion merely approved of learning, a college might
still get along well without It, But
religion does more. It makes a contribution of its own, without which
education is not only Incomplete but
liable to distortion."
He also criticized the notion that
religion Involves beliefs which are
an affront to reason. Dr. Jacobs declared, "After 2,000 years or
more, we are still making the same
mistake. We are prone to imagine
that the physical sciences, important as they are, can give a
complete account of a hum an being.
How erroneous this Is."
He concluded, "What religion does
for education is to open our eyes
— not to lecture us dogmatically,
but to tell us what to look for, so
that we may see for ourselves what
otherwise we would miss.
"It is, therefore, not religion
that is narrow, but education without religion which is in danger of
becoming one-sided."

WilSey on World War I CliSS Agent . . .

Mr. Blcris
G Barbers, 2 Manicurists. 1 Porter

The Modern Barber Shop
For Modern Men
Razor Cutting Men's Hair Styllnu
Scalp & Hair Trentment
Facial Massages

Also by Appointment
CORNER of FORD & PEARL

247-8386

Thomas E. Willey, instructor in
history, will deliver a lecture tomorrow entitled "Germany and the
First World War; The Ludendorff
Enigma."
The lecture, to be held at 4:00
p.m., in Wean Lounge, is the first
In a series commemorating the
50th anniversary of the beginning of
World War I.

Foreign
Stycly is for
Language Majors
Only.

(Continued from Page One)
and
generous support. I am
confident that the Class of 1964
will respond with enthusiasm."
Harry K. Knapp '50, Chairman,
of the current Alumni Fund
Campaign, said at the dinner,
"Let me stress the fact that
Trinity College's Alumni Fund
is one of the very best in the
country. . Trinity is listed among,
the top ten men's colleges for
the degree of Alumni participation.
Freeman, a member of the
Medusa and Delta Psi, asserted,
"Our Class is a good and generous
one. I trust and hope that every
member will support the Fund."

to explain "Cognitive Development
in Children," the growing ability
to deal with environment through
thought processes.
The first subject, four-year old
Jason Smith,
could reconstruct the picture of a circle from
a halved picture of one, thus illustrating the ability of his age
group for representational thought.
Dr. Higgins explained that this
type of thought advances to the more
sophisticated operational thought
process from about the age of two
to eleven. This change, he asserted, means that children begin
to find new uses for familiar objects and to rely on more than
simple reflex action.
The second example, borrowed
from the French experimental
psychologist Jean Plaget, dealt
with the problem of a two-year

Cypriot 'Drafts' PKA
(Continued from Page One)
Pi Kappa Alpha had everything on
hand except the yogurt and the
honey, which was procured by last
minute raids on local food marts.
All was in readiness by 6:30; but
the ambassador was resting in the
Cook dormitory guest suite and
didn't make it to Pike until 7:00.
A special phone also had to be
obtained for the ambassador, who
is the only one able to call a special
session of the U.N. General Assembly in the event of a Cyprus
crisis. A phone was finally commandeered in an adjacent room in
Cook.
The ambassador was twenty-five
minutes late for his lecture; Ken
Fish '64, filled in the time on
WRTC-FM with descriptions of the
Cyprus crisis and a biography of
the ambassador.

| Big Week End? |
| Drive Carefully

FEATHER WEIGHT
JACKETS

Of course, it's for them, too.
But it's also for undergrads in history, political science,
international relations, economics, psychology, philosophy
and some other fields.
We know. Over half the students in our university centers
in Europe aren't language majors. They're pursuing studies
in their own fields, and giving them a fresh, European dimension—without interrupting their college careers.
Foreign study may suit you, too. (It isn't for everyone.)
This is the time of life when the experience of Europe can
mean most. It will mean most if you use it to deepen and
extend your formal studies.
You might look into it-and learn about our programs, including a new one opening next fall at the University of
Madrid.
Our centers don't offer mere "civilization" courses. They
aren't cozy little "ghettos" for Americans. Institute programs immerse you in a great European university as deeply
as your abilities allow. (We supplement and guide your
studies, as necessary, to make sure they satisfy U. S.
requirements.)

STRAND
Downtown Hartford

Tie Stripe Seersucker

SPECIAL STUDENT And
FACULTY PKICES!
Matinee .90; Evening 1.00

$39.50

India Madras

39.50 up

Oxford weave
Dacron & Cotton

35.00

Anderson Cotton
Gingham

45.00

WIDE
SCREEN!

PSaid Dacron & Cotton

35.00

LAURENCE

Poplin Dacron & Cotton

29.50

The biggest
eyer filmed!
Now see it on

OLIVIER
in William Shaketptarr'i
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I f l n l l l l l U • Spanish-taught program at the University, for
B-average juniors (and some top sophomores) with two years of
college Spanish or one year of college Spanish and two in high
school. Hispanic Year: $2,610.*

In Ttchnicohr
Re-Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

• English or German-taught courses at the University of Vienna for C-plus juniors and sophomores. Previous German
required only for spring semester. European Year: $2,380.* Spring
Semester: $1,605,'*
"Fees include tuition, intensive language instruction, orientation,
room, most meals, two field trips, round-trip ocean passage.
For more Information, d ask your professors . . . or write

{nonprofit,

™». i.*

_ .

35 E. Wacker Dr. •

_

_£j ,

Chicago, Illinois 60601

Connecticut Educational Television Corporation (ETV) has announced the appointment of Henry
S. Beers, Jacques R. Chabler and
Wilson C. Jalnsen as co-chairmen
of the Corporate Gifts Division of
the station's 1964-65 Development
Campaign.
Beers, a director of the Aetna
Life Affiliated Companies, is a |
Trustee of the College and a member of the Executive Committee of
the Board of Trustees.
In addition, he is chairman of the
Connecticut State Employees Retirement Commission, a director
of the Hartford.National Bank and
Trust Co., and a trustee of the
Society for Savings.
Ernest A. Johnson, president of
ETV, announced that the corporation is planning a full scale development campaign to provide
adequate financing of the Channel
24 operating budget through June,
1965. ETVs goal has been set at
$275,000.

VRKSKNTK1) AT 11:30 A.M.
1:55 - 4:21) - (i:<IO - » M l .

• French-taught Honors Program in Contemporary
European Civilization for B-average juniors (and some top sophomores) with one year of college French. Academic year: $2,650.*

nonsectarian)

H.S. Beers Heads Fund
Drive Division for ETV

WED. & THUR. ONLY

I" I t O i l Ufa IS • Regular university courses at the University
of Freiburg, in the Black Forest; taught in German, with tutorials.
For B-average juniors with intermediate German. Das Deutsche
Jahr: $2,380.* Das Deutsche Semester: $1,605.*

the Institute I of European Studies

|

ting her chin out, she indicated the
Insight knowledge of how to open the
•matchbox. This experiment, Higgins said, clearly shows the method
that the normally ego-centered
two-year old adopts for problem
solving.
An eight-year old named Cindy
Lacy illustrated her age group's
ability for abstract and logical
reasoning. For example, she reasoned that because they both burn,
coal and wood are the same. Her
logical development was seen in
statements like "Wolves are wild,
but dogs TAME."
Dr. Higgins' last subject, fifteenyear old David Hughes, was able to
utilize algebra theory In solving a
number series problem, yet he
had never studied algebra. Such a.
technique is prevalent In the 11-15
age group, asserted Higgins. They,
he said, can perform formal operations.
This type of psychological development enables the individual,
by the age of 15, to postulate, hypothesize, and test, he concluded.

"A gorgeous pageant ..the
finest war sequences ever
filmed!"
N Y Daily News
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he should go about teaching himself. Unless the learner involves
himself with what he is supposed
to learn, unless he treats the
thoughts of others as though they
were his very own thoughts, then
he is purely and simply wasting
his time.
Let no one think that this is
easy. It is never easy, and no one
can do it for you. It is the life of
the mind, the living mind. For
those who know what this life Is
lege education will Trinity see like, there is nothing else In the
more Negro students. But this world that can be set beside it.
means not only doing something
about the situation--instead of deRichard T. Lee
crying it—as well as changing
Asst, Prof, of Philosophy
some of our basic attitudes. It
can never happen.

One Day-'Someone Will Wake Up'
To the Editor:
often spurned. The Negro in quesEarly one morning some educa- tion was "...Third in a class of
tor or some other member of 404. The applicant had aptitude
the community with a voice and scores of 700...." How many stua position of responsibility is going dents presently enrolled at Trinto wake up and be struck by the ity have the same "credentials?"
realization that America's high Yet any Negro the College takes
schools are preparing the students seriously is expected to be near
for the world of yesterday. But this calibre.
it will be like all sweet dreams,
The TRIPOD article further
tor it will suddenly depart when' claimed that "The solution to the
he stirs to better fix the sweet- problem of finding talent in dlsness. The dream content may r e - advantaged groups' is practically
main, perhaps, a solid lump in solved under a program being
his memory, but the live taste completed by the Association of
of it will be gone, killed by the College Admissions Counselors...
realization that only a social rev- working in cooperation with Higholution—involving attitude as well er Horizons,..* Under the program
as practice, could remedy the each college that joins will be
situation. And he, like most -well- required to accept at least one
intentioned public spokesmen and "disadvantaged* student. It is inschool administrators faced with conceivable that an intelligent pera similar realization, will not son would claim that this will
mention it at all, but will, in- all but solve the problem, e s stead, roll over to sleep some
pecially when one considers that
more before a strenuous day of Higher Horizons is all but conserving the public interest — fined to a few schools,In New
truly a thankless job.
York City.
In the March 10 issue of the
Also in the article, it is asked
TRIPOD, the college community "...do you discriminate against two
was told why so few Negroes now or three white students just beattend Trinity. Somehow, the key cause they are competing with a
reason and the key issue was Negro?" Webster's Collegiate Dicavoided. At a meeting of the Com- tionary gives as synonyms to the
mittee to Defend Equality, F. Gard- term "discrimination" Penetrainer F. Bridge explicitly stated tion, Clearness, Acuteness, Acuthat the policy of the Admissions men, Jedgment, Discernment, All
Department was to accept no Ne- of these terms imply Intelligent
gro that might be a discredit to cognition and consideration of all
his race, (Who ever speaks of the factors in question. And what
a particular white as being a is being asked by the TRIPOD
discredit to his race.) That is article is not whether we should
perhaps a noble attitude, but what be prejudiced against whites, but
does it mean, or more import- given the facts of the matter,
ant, what does it imply?
whether or not it is the best
There can be no question about judgment to accept the Negro or
the sincerity of the Admissions the white students.
Department or of the College in Apparently, it is the policy of
general. But something more than the Admissions Department to take
sincerity is required. The cry the latter alternative - - allegedly
that there are no Negroes avail- because you get more for your
able is made initially untenable money and maintain a greater
by the fact that there are report- homogeneity.
edly at least forty Negroes atAnd perhaps the thorniest and
tending Amherst. Secondly, it is most important issue is precisely
doubtful that the Admissions De- the fact of the relative homogenepartment is qualified to know. ity of the cultural and value orienThe itinerary of their visits ex- tation of the select student body.
cludes the vast majority of Negro The predicament of the Negro in
residential and school areas. particular and the urban high
Negroes are just not recruited. school student In general—from
During the Christmas vacation the point of view of the Admisof 1962, three Trinity students sions Department—is that he is
visited Negro high schools on the not quite what we would like him
Eastern Shore of Maryland, Qual- to be. The euphemism of the
ified students and secondary ed- recent TRIPOD article was that
ucational institutions were found he (the Negro In this case) does
and brought to the attention of the not fit into "the more sophistiAdmissions Department. There cated community"--from the conare perhaps two reasons for the text, I assume that Mr. Bridge
consequent inaction on the part thought he was talking about Trinof the College; 1) either they want ity.
only token Negro students, or 2)
Even If It is not the policy of
they do not take the cliches of the Admissions Department- to
the "Negro Problem" seriously-- direct its interests to students
although they appropriate them who fit into some relatively nar<o rationalize why so few Negroes row range of cultural and value
attend Trinity.
orientation, we only have to look
Negro students coming from all again af the Itinerary of their
Negro ghettos—segregated either visits. It is obvious that they are
DE FACTO or DE JURE— can- not going to find too many stunot allow themselves to take the dents ' who do not operate from
hope of equal opportunity in ed- any but a limited and specific
ucation seriously. Long experience set of attitudes.
It is not enough to assume that
nas taught the Negro that this is
the only attitude he can have and if there -were more qualified Nestill maintain his sanity. If the groes that tlisy would be knockAdmissions Department has to ing on our door. It is not enough
travel far and wide to attract to assume that the Negro has
white students, how much harder successfully internalized our limare they going to have to work ited range of values and that he
to overcome the almost Inherent wants the same thing we do.
resignation and disbelief of the Not until we recognize that even
though the majority of Negro high
Negro?
Jacob Edwards, formerly of the schools In the greater part of onr
Admissions Dept., tells the story country do pot turn out students
of having been kicked by a white who are "just 'like us" yet do
Policeman when he inadvertently turn out students who caa and
drank from a COLORED ONLY will appreciate a college educawater fountain in a southern tion—without becoming a discredit
city. But how many Negro schools to their race—will Trinity even
wd he visit to make his indigna- begin looking in the right places
for the Negro students that we
tion meaningful?
The TRIPOD article cited what claim to want to help so badly.
was meant to be a typical example "Perhaps not until Trinity begins
f how the valiant efforts of the to present junior high students
A-dmlsglons Department are too,i with the possibilities of a col'
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ROBERT STUART '64
(When asked by the TRIPOD to
clarify this statement attributed
to him, Director of Admissions
F. Gardiner F. Bridge said that
the policy of the Admissions Department is not negative. He expressed the view that the College
is seeking applicants of all ethnic backgrounds, who can contri^
bute something to themselves and
the College, The policy is to se.cure students who will benefit
from a college education and exclude those who would not. Mr.
Bridge stated that he did not r e member phrasing policy In the
negative, —ed.)

It Can Never
Happen?
To the Editor:
If we have the right to assume
that the sampling of student opinion as reported by Messrs. Graybill and Liebowltz is a reasonably
fair sampling, and I am afraid
that we do have that right, then
there are several respects In which
that opinion needs to be thoroughly
criticized.
If there is anyone who is still
laboring under the delusion that a
good education consists In the
collection and retention of things
called "facts", let him be disenchanted. So far from Its being a
good thing, or even an indifferent
thing, it is a positively bad thing
to suppose that the goal of education consists In the memorization
and ability to produce on demand
these wonderful, self-enclosed,
self-justifying facts. This is not
to say that facts (whatever they
may be) are worthless—I am criticizing here a certain way of handling them, of looking at them.
Moreover it is not even the case
that this acquisition of facts (in
the sense described) is a means
to an end that IS worthwhile. Facts
that are merely learned, merely
acquired, merely repeatable are of
no use whatever. To be sure, when
a student leaves college for a job
or professional school he may be
Inclined to feel that things he has
"learned" at college are now proving useful. If he has learned them
in this deficient sense of the word,
then the feeling is Illusory. What
is happening Is that he is now
re-learning, or really learning for
the first time, what he has been
"taught" at college. But all he
has done is to rely on his memory, and not books, to supply the
material which must then be worked over by himself, as learner.
The standing menace to all education Is the man with a good
memory. If we know a lot of facts,
if quantities of material are recallable, then we are sorely tempted to think that we are educated.
Nothing could be further from the
truth.
What Is the point of education,
then, if it is not to "acquire knowledge?" The point, simply put, is
not to acquire something, but to
become something, and that something Is an educated man. How does
this happen? This is easy to state,
hard to bring to pass. We have
to understand that no one can teach
us anything, strictly speaking—the
only person from whom we ever
learn, in the valuable sense of
that word, is ourselves. The teacher in the classroom is at best
only an effective catalyst, a stimulus, a person who can suggest
to the student the way in which

Thank You
To the Editor:

On behalf of The Collegiate Sound,
I would like to thank you for the fine
publicity and review given our 1964
performance. To the best of my
knowledge, this year was the first
year that the TRIPOD acknowledged The Collegiate Sound was in
town, I know it meant a great deal
to the performers and was an important factor In making The Collegiate Sound the resounding success that it was.
I think it might be a matter of interest to you to know that in the
past three years, The Collegiate
Sound has raised over $1,500 for

the Scholarship Fund of the Trinity
Club of Hartford, This year additional amounts were given to five
participating alumni associations
for similarly related activities.
Thank you again for your cor
operation, and we look forward to
seeing as many as possible from
Trinity College at The 1965 Collegiate Sound.
DYKE SPEAR '57
The Collegiate Sound
Alterations and additions to the
Sigma Nu Fraternity house should
be completed by the end of April,
announced David C. Carrad, House
Reporter,

Queen to Reign
At Military Ball
One angel of many will reign as
queen of The Air Force R.O«T.Ci
Military Ball to be held here this
Friday from nine to one in the
morning In the Washington Room.
For Five dollars per couple
(free set ups) will allow "one to
dance to the music of Bobby Kaye
and his orchestra.
Colonel Thomas M. Carhart
area commandant
for
New
England will be a special guest
of the Military Ball.
The dance will
start LF.C,
Weekend,

Man,
the
stampede's

BRASS RINGER
Go see Kolonel Keels fly
with the Bell rocket belt
at the N. Y. World's Fair
Wonderworld Show.

Hop to it, meet the new "Brass Ringer," it really gets around. It's
clean and lean. With man-size brass eyelets and wraparound toe
guard. Long on looks, strong on comfort, great on wear. Made of
washable cotton duck in a new smoky white chino, also in white.
Medium width, sizes 5 to 12, 13, 14.
lo
Stampede on down to your nearest store
°* f o r t h e b l u e ! a b - e l
and let 'em rustle y' up a pair. Ask for
"Brass Ringer" Keds® today! It's a f Q ,

United States Rubber
Rockefeller Center, NewYork 20, Hew York
19lh'\,
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Weak Defense Hampers Baseballers
Elis Prevail 9-8;
Hetherington Star

Bears Emerge
From 9-2 Fiasco
APRIL 11 -- Trinity's siizeable
contingent of New York Met fans
got a sneak preview of the upcoming
season this afternoon. The team
which enlightened them was, of
course, directed not by Casey
Stengel but by Dan Jessee, wore
the blue and gold spangles of
Trinity College, and was drubbed
by visiting Bowdoin, 9-2.

NOT EVEN CLOSE...
NO
hurled
creditably for NEW HAVEN, Conn.-Apr, 8'-The
McNeill
Trinity, giving up eight hits and Ells of Yale got a rather unwalking only two, but he never expected home game this cold,
had a chance with the confusion gusty afternoon, and the Bantams
behind him. Only switch-hitting got a rather expected defeat
For the second successive game, Dave Bayer solved Bantam Turning to advantage several
the Bantams did themselves In pitching to any notable degree, palpable Trinity errors of both
by surrendering five runs In one connecting for a solid triple and omission and commission, the
boola-boola boys beat the Bantams.
riotous Inning, giving a true major single.
9-8 to spoil the visitors' opener.
league demonstration of how not to
play baseball. In the third, the
The Bantams, now 0-2, travel "Long man* Bob Hetherington
unbeaten (4-0) Polar Bears to Coast Guard, Tuesday, and was the hero for Yale, playing its
slammed exactly two balls beyond return home Thursday to face the first "official* engagement after
the Infield and planted a big " 5" University of Massachusetts Red- 10 "warmup'* games in the sunny
Southland. The Ells' captain came
on the Scoreboard, as their men,
to the rescue of Tone Grant with
opponents played the ball as if It
might explode on contact. This
wiped out an early 2-0 Bantam
lead and put Bowdoin on easy
street for keeps.

Tennis Team Drops Opener;
Rhode Island Wins By 5-4

The Mets —er, Bantams —
weren't through, though. They fell
another run behind in the sixth.
In the eighth they helped their
delighted guests to three more at
the expense of Jeff Dierman,
winding up the bright spring afternoon with six errors and being
spared several more by a merciful official scorer. Third baseman
BUI Schweitzer was the chief
culprit with four miscues, mostly
on throws, while catcher Joe
Hourihan chipped in with a passed
ball and hurler Chris McNeill
a wild pitch.
Ed D'Entremont pitched a strong
six-hitter for the winners, striking
out three and walking but one
batter. After yielding two highly
tainted runs in the second (in
which the only hit was McNelll's
solid two-run single), the secondstring southpaw got stronger
as the game wore on and blotted
out the last fifteen Bantams to
face him.
Amidst all this, senior center
fielder Bruce MacDougall was
strictly out of place. At one time
the only island in a sea of eight
sophomores (McNeill, a senior,
pitched seven innings and junior
Mark Lowenthal, the ninth), Bruce
went S-for-4, being robbed the
fourth time when his sizzling
smash was stabbed by Bowdoin
.first sackV Harry Silverman.
In addition, Bruce played his
usual fine game in the field,
heading off one run with a howitzer throw to the plate.

APRIL 8 ~ Handicapped by a high
wind and a lack of practice, the
Trinity tennis team dropped a 5-4
decision to Rhode Island on the
Rams' home courts today. Rhode
Island is now 2-0, having defeated
Coast Guard 7-2 previously.
The Bantams are 0-1.
Having no courts available previously, the Bantams found themselves in a match on what was
for most of them the first day on
the courts. From the outset, the
Bantams were in' for a scrap.
In the first three single matches
concluded,
Trinity
stalwarts
failed to take a set. Playing at
the number three position, captain
Dave Hemphill was downed by
Clarke *bf
U..P.L 6-3, 6-2,
Ralph Katz dropped his match
at number five to Bronstein,
6-1, 6-3, and Bill Minot lost
to the number one man, Sunshine,
8-6, 6-3.
The ice was finally broken when
Bob Stroud, playing number six,
trounced Kushnlr, 6-4, 6-0. Then,
when sophomore George Andrews
came home with a 6-3, 7-5 win in
the number two slot, prospects
for a victory became more
promising. The Bantams fully expected to take at least two of the
three doubles matches, and needed
only the final singles. Playing in
the number four position, scrappy
Al Crane took Rhode Island's Snow
to three sets before bowing 3-6,
6-4, 6-4.
Rhode Island then proceeded to
wrap
up the match, as their
first doubles team of SunshineMiller, defeated Minot-Hemphill
6-3, 8-6. The last two doubles, won

by Trinity, were anti-climactic,
but were encouraging in that
coach Dath got the expected strong
play from his doubles contingents.
Sophomores George Andrews and
Ed Lewis bested Nelson-Dressier,
6-8, 6-3, 6-1, and Crane-Stroud
outlasted Clarke-Snow, 11-13, 6-3,
6-4.
Because of the adverse conditions
under which the match was played,
very few conclusions can be drawn.
The team is not yet at full strength,
and will certainly improve after
a few days out on the court. On the
debit side is the absence of last
year's top
freshman, Dave
CantrelL On the other hand, George
Andrews looked "ready to play
some tennis." He will help the
team in both singles and doubles

double. Only a brilliant one-handed
catch by Bruce MacDougall In
center prevented even further
disaster. The Bantams closed the
gap to 5-4 in the third, sparked
by a booming two-run triple by
one out in the fifth and Yale losing Bob Ochs, and Yale answered with
7-6, and Strangled the Bantams on a tally In the home half of that
a single hit the rest of the way to frame.
receive credit for the victory. The Blue and Gold took its final
Trin southpaw EdLazzeriniwas
in the fifth, when sometime
the loser, but tie deserved a better lead
quarterback
walked several
fate. Though yielding seven hits and men and then Grant
took
a walk himself
six walks in 4 1/3 innings, Ed
Trin tallied three times. But
was the victim of five unearned as
Lazzerini couldn't hold it, and
runs in the opening frame when a he
after an assortdamaging error opened the flood- menttooofdeparted
walks
and
solid hits gave
gates. The only run off Chris
Elis two runs and an 8-7 edge.
McNeill, who relieved Lazzerini, the
In the sixth, Yale added an importwas likewise tainted,
ant insurance run on a passed
The game, originally scheduled ball. The Bantams made a game
for Hartford but unable to be bid to avert defeat in the ninth,
played on Trinity's inundated pushing over one run and moving
field, was not exactly an ideal another to scoring position with
exhibition
of the "National one out, but Hetherington bore
•pastime." It featured 16 walk's and down and easily
retired Bill
five errors, as well as several Schweitzer and pinch-hitter Sandy
cardinal sins of baserunning by the Weeks.
losers, who plainly showed the
effects of their lack of experience Trin right fielder John Chotand game conditioning.
kowski impressed in his varsity
A single by Jim Belflore gave debut, leading both sides with
Trin first blood, 1-0, in the top three hits including a double.
of the first, but Yale promptly Bob
Voorhees,
Tom Shea,
answered back with its five-run Schweitzer, and Lazzerini each
explosion, which was highlighted collected a safety for the Bantams,
by Bob Riordan's three-run In addition to Ochs and Belfiore.

AFROTC Scores 628 Points

The Trinity AFROTC Drill Team team»
scored 628 out of a possible 1000
The members of the team are;
points in the Cherry Blossom Christopher Arterton, William
Festival National Drill Team Bangert, Gordon Boultbee, Hunt
Championships last Friday in Brasfield, Thomas Burgess, David
Washington, D.C.
Case, Robert Graham, John HusThe University of Wisconsin won sey, Theodore Langlois, Richard
the meet with a score of 887 Meek, Roger Morley, Harry Pratt,
points.
Arthur Querido, John Richardson,
The meet was composed of eightwhere he and Ed Lewis won going minute trick drill routines by each Richard Root, Charles Waddell,
and James Woodcock.
away after a slow start. Apart from
these two, the burden will have
to be carried by the returnees.
The only definitive statement
that can be made at this time
The TRIPOD
Sports Besides, we have always
is that the doubles combinations Staff in conjunction with found it rather difficult to
will be tough all year. The singles Karl Kurth will hold its first drink beer with our cups
line-up is by no means set, as
there have been no challenge annual "Anti-Rain" dance on perforated by track spikes.
For those interested, the
matches. But regardless of who Friday night. Even though
we appreciate the May flow- chant will be conducted in
plays, or in what order, coach
Dath is assured of being able to ers that our April showers Old English, in deference to
field an experienced team which bring, we feel our campus the 400 English professots
has a fine chance to rack up a will be wet enough without who will be on campus that
winning season.
any natural precipitation. day.
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You don't have to write athesis to be a master

THE ALL NEW

WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England

Serving Trinity Students For 20 Years

l:
•2.
3.
4.
5.

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffae

ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee

99c

65c

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKEN
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH

6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE

1.40
1.55'
.95
1.55
1.25
1.55

FOR 75c MORE—-SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEFS SALAD A N D COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK

fa

-ARROW
makes you look like a master
in a matter of minutes. Your
swing will be better, and
so will your putting, for
this shirt was designed foi
freedom of movement especially for golfers. That's
why the pocket is on the right.
This is the shirt that you saw on
ARROW'S T.V sponsorship of the
MASTERS Tournament. . it withstood the test and looked as good at
the last hole as it did at the tee oil.

$5.00

